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Introduction

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) provided a request for
additional information (RAI) regarding the topical report ANP-10338 (Reference 1) in
Reference 2. One question was received from the NRC.
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RAI 1

Question:
The ARCADIA Rod Ejection Accident (AREA) analytic methodology consists of a
sequence of multi-physics coupled codes . The transient behavior of the computed
figures of merit are dependent on the evolution of the state vector that defines, in a
consistent manner, the evolution of the values of the state vector components. These
allow the computation of integral values of the figures of merit for comparison to the
defined regulatory limits.

A. Define the time-dependent state vector (i.e., give the vector components) that is
computed by AREA for the calculation of the time behavior of the figures of merit
'

that demonstrate that the regulatory acceptance criteria are met.
B. Elaborate Figure 5-1 so that the flow of the coupling within ARTEMIS and of
ARTEMIS/S-RELAP5 is shown clearly as either internal, external, or parallel with
regard to the information in the state vector as it flows through the coupled codes.
C. Elaborate in detail the coupling scheme shown in Figure 6-1 by following the
components of the state vector over one time step.
1) Identify the couplings and show whether they are simultaneous or
staggered. In particular, is the ARTEMIS/GALILEO one-way or two-way?
2) How do you assure that the state vector components are converged within
a time step? That is, it appears that you are applying an Operator Splitting
methodology. In that case, the action of the governing equations on the
variables is decomposed into a separate, uncoupled physical description
for each part, leading to an inconsistent treatment of the nonlinear terms.
3) Identify the automatic couplings and the manual couplings in the context
of one time step. Give the rational for this distinction and the rules for the
application.
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D. Define a reference case to demonstrate the results of an application of an AREA
analysis.
1) Outline the algorithm for the computation of the converged steady state
(i.e., initial condition) for a rod ejection analysis of the reference case.
Outline the algorithm for the computation of the converged steady state
(i.e., initial condition) for a rod ejection analysis of the reference case.
2) Outline the algorithm for the computation of the converged time behavior
of the state vector for a rod ejection analysis of the reference case. (i.e., of
each component of the state vector).

Response 1.A:
Appendix D has been developed to describe the coupling between ARTEMIS TM and SRELAP5. Appendix D is shown in the markup section of this document. A markup of
page 5-1 of the topical report is provided to reference Appendix Din the ANP-10338P
(Reference 1) topical report. These markup pages will be included in the approved
version of the topical report when it is issued.
The time-dependent state variables are provided in the section "System State
Variables" of Appendix D.

Response 1.8:
Appendix D, Figure D-1 provides additional details of the coupling between the codes of
the coupled system; S-RELAP5 (Reference 5), ARTEMIS™ (Reference 3 and 6) nodal
and ARTEMIS™ detailed model [

]

The equations solved by each code

are provided in the section "System Equations" of Appendix D. The internal solution of
the ARTEMIS™ nodal calculation is provided in Appendix D.1. The internal solution of
the ARTEMIS™ detailed model is provided in Appendix D.2. The parallel progression of
the codes and the external exchange of data are described in Appendix D.7.
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Response 1.C.1:
Figure 6-1 of the topical report depicts the work flow process used for the AREA™
(Reference 1) methodology analysis. The "Fuel and Clad Thermal Properties" and "Gap
Conductances" in Figure 1-1 are described in Sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5 of the topical
report. During the initial part of the analysis, the GALILEOTM (Reference 4) code is run
to [

]
The "Model Validation" step in the AREA TM analysis provides the assurance that the fuel
rod module of ARTEMIS™ agrees with GALILEO™ (or alternative approved code). The
output from this step is a document that compares results from ARTEMIS™ and
GALILEO™. This part of the process is shown in Figure 1-2 and described in Section
5.2.2. There is no data provided from this step to the coupled calculations with
ARTEMIS™ and S-RELAP5.
The "ARTEMIS™ Core and Cycle Design Calculations" step consists of developing the
model for the plant and cycle of interest. The model is based on the actual or planned
cycle design. The output from this step is an ARTEMIS™ restart file at the various
burn up points during the cycle. The "ARTEMIS TM (Static) Core Neutronics Analysis"
step reads the restart file generated from the cycle design, updates the state
parameters to the desired conditions of the core and writes a new restart file. Multiple
times during the cycle may be handled. The output from this step is an ARTEMIS™

-

restart file at the desired initial conditions for the transient. This step is illustrated in
Figure 1-3.
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The next step in the work flow is the coupled calculations with ARTEMIS TM and SRELAP5 as depicted in Figure 1-4. The external inputs to this process are the data
tables from GALILEO™, and the ARTEMIS™ restart file at the desired initial conditions.
If desired, penalization of the system pressure can be applied for DNBR calculations in
the detailed model. These penalty factors are contained in the data file "General DNBR
Pressure" that is generated by S-RELAP5 as described in Section 5-4. The data file
"Input to RELAP5" is not used for coupled calculations. It is used for the manual
coupling process with standalone ARTEMIS™ and standalone RELAP5 or S-RELAP5
calculations. The coupled calculation is described in detail in Appendix D. The main
output values are the maximum system pressure, minimum DNBR, maximum fuel
temperature and maximum rim temperature.
The remaining parts of Figure 6-1 are evaluation steps concerning the results from the
coupled transient calculations.
Response 1.C.2:

The multi-physics calculation is using Operator Splitting methodology. This is a typical
approach used in the industry (Reference 7). Each physics code has an internal time
step control. Section 0.5 provides the description of the S-RELAP5 internal time step
control. Section D.4 provides the description of the ARTEMIS™ internal time step
control. Section 0.7 provides the description of the data controller that provides the
time step control between S-RELAP5 and ARTEMIS™. The minimum and maximum
time step sizes over the various time spans are provided as inputs to S-RELAP5 and
ARTEMIS TM based on experience with the type of transient. The internal time step
control of S-RELAP5 will stop the code if it determines that the time step size should be
reduced to a value smaller than the minimum. The internal time step control of
ARTEMIS™ will continue with the minimum time step size even when the internal time
step control attempts to further reduce the value. The method used to insure that the
selected ARTEMIS™ minimum time steps are sufficiently small is to repeat a transient
with a further reduction in the minimum time step size. If the figures of merit are not
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significantly affected, the original minimum time step size is confirmed to be appropriate
for this type of transient.
This time step evaluation was performed for Case 4 that is described in Section A.4 of
the topical report. It is the reference case for this RAI and is described in the response
to RAI 1.D.1.

[

]
The maximum time step size of S-RELAP5 is also important to whether the coupled
solution is converged. S-RELAP5 starts the problem with the maximum allowed time
step. If successful, it continues to use the maximum time step.

]

[
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Core power and inlet temperature are the key coupling variables between ARETMIS™
and S-RELAP5 for the rod ejection transient. These values are not distinguishably
different between·the calculations with the original and the reduced time step sizes.
Figure 1-5 shows the core Fa during the part of the transient with the highest power.
The values from the original (Base) calculation and the small time step (Small) are
plotted together. The differences are insignificant.

Response 1.C.3:
For the AREA TM methodology analysis, the manual couplings to the system core
coupled calculations are the data files from GALILEO™ and the ARTEMIS™ restart file
for the initial conditions of the transient. All of these are provided at the beginning of the
transient calculation.
The system core coupled calculations are automatically coupled and there are no
further manual steps to advance from time step from tN to tN+t·

[

]
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Manual coupling between RELAP5 and ARTEMIS™ is demonstrated in Appendix B of
the topical report. The severe power response from a rod ejection accident is
essentially over in less than a half a second. Feedback from the system is minimal,
since the loop time is roughly 10 seconds. The power response after the power pulse is
nearly constant so that the feedback from the system to the core is slow. Hence, the
system and core response are separable and comparisons are made between the end
results of the manual coupling rather than a per time step basis. In the sample problem,
no feedback from the system to the neutronics code is credited so that this check was
not necessary.
The distinction is that automatic coupling is used for ARTEMIS TM and S-RELAP5
calculations, while manual coupling is used for ARTEMIS™ and RELAP5 (used for
B&W plants) calculations. The distinction is due to having an automated coupling
process with S-RELAP5 and not having an automated coupling process with RELAP5.
Response 1 D:

Case 4 in Appendix A from the topical report was selected as the reference case. This
case represents a limiting condition for system pressure. BOC conditions are used to
minimize the neutronic feedback and the maximum ejected rod worth for the entire cycle
in terms of dollars is used to preclude running a case at EOC. The high flux trip is
disabled to extend the time at power which yields a maximum pressure response. This
case has not been evaluated with the detailed model in the topical report. The detailed
model results are run for Case 4 and are shown in Table 1-1 for maximum fuel
temperature, maximum fuel rim temperature and maximum fuel enthalpy rise. This
transient would not evaluate DNBR since it's a prompt critical condition. The maximum
pressure for this case is also provided in the table. Note that the enthalpy rise for this
case [

] is slightly larger than maximum enthalpy rise [

] of

any of the cases run in Section A.3 of the topical report. Therefore, Case 4 is a more
severe case with respect to the fuel thermal response, in addition to being the limiting
condition for system pressure.
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Response 1.D.1:
The S-RELAP5 code was run in standalone mode with its steady-state controllers for a
long time period for the reference case. Major parameters were checked to insure that
a viable steady state condition had been reached. A null transient was then run from
the end of the steady-state calculation and continuing with the steady-state controllers
turned off. The null transient further confirmed that steady state conditions had been
achieved. The system core coupled calculation was then started from the S-RELAP5
steady-state conditions.
Table 1-2 provides the rate of change of several parameters from 4500 seconds and
5000 seconds of the S-RELAP5 steady state initialization.
After the S-RELAP5 steady state model is established, the boundary conditions (exit
pressure, inlet temperature and core mass flux) are used in a standalone ARTEMIS™
steady state calculation. Then, the coupled calculation (External Controller, S-RELAP5,
ARTEMIS™) is run at the steady state conditions using a null transient to confirm that
steady state conditions have been established for the coupled system.
Response 1.D.2:
The algorithm for the advancement of a coupled S-RELAP5 and ARTEMIS™ transient
calculation is provided in Appendix D.7. Each code provides convergence criteria for
the internal solution of its equations. For example, the ARTEMIS™ calculation has
convergence criteria for the neutronics solution, thermal-hydraulics solution and thermal
model of the fuel rod module.
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The original calculation of this reference case did not include the ARTEMIS™ detailed
model since minimum DNBR and individual fuel rod temperatures were not desired.
This reference case has been repeated .including the ARTEMIS™ detailed model as an
example of a system fully core coupled calculation. The coupled system uses an
Operator Splitting approach. as outlined in Section D. 7. The convergence of the system
is assured by using appropriate time step sizes for the type of transient and by a time
step reduction test as outlined in the response to RAI 1.C.2. This reference case was
used as the sample problem for this time step size confirmation test.
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Table 1-1
Maximum Fuel Values from Case 4, Detailed Model

Table 1-2
Rate of Change for S-RELAP Parameters
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Figure 1-1
GALILEO TM Process for Thermal Properties
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Figure 1-2
Model Validation
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ARTEMIS TM

Figure 1-3
Core and Cycle Design Calculations
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Figure 1-4
Coupled Calculations with ARTEMIS™ and S-RELAP5
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Figure 1-5
Core Fa during Time of Peak Power
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TOPICAL REPORT MARKUP PAGES

Markup pages to ANP-10338 are provided reflecting the changes discussed in this
document. The markups are for:
Page 5-1
Appendix D, which will be added to topical report when approved version is issued.
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ANALYTICAL MODELS

The AREA TM methodology is capable of evaluating an REA to demonstrate compliance
with the acceptance criteria discussed in Section 2.0. The methodology requires the
following analytical models:
•

GALILEO™ (Reference 7) {COPERNIC (Reference 16) can also be used if the
outlined validations are performed}

• · ARTEMIS™ (References 11 and 12), a coupled 3-D kinetics solution with
neutronics, fuel rod thermal model, and 3-D thermal hydraulic model
•

COBRA-FLX™ (Reference 13) as the 3-D thermal hydraulic model implemented in
Reference 12

•

S-RELAP5 (Reference 8) for Westinghouse and CE plants or RELAP5/MOD2-B&W
(Reference 9) for B&W plants

Figure 5-1 shows the coupling of the time dependent models. The fuel performance
code is the source of thermal properties of the fuel, clad, and gap for the time
dependent models which is why it is not shown in Figure 5-1. The ARTEMIS™ nodal
and detailed model are approved in Reference 11. The interface with RELAP5 is
introduced in this topical report. As shown in Figure 5-1 three distinct models can be
used together with information exchange between the models where appropriate. A
description of the ARTEMIS™ and S-RELAP5 coupling is provided in Appendix D. A
description of these models follows.

.[

]
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APPENDIX DARTEMIS™ AND S-RELAP5 COUPLING DESCRIPTION

ARTEMIS™ (Reference 01 and 04) and S-RELAP5 (Reference 03) can be run as a coupled system to
solve time dependent multi-physics problems. While the AREATM methodology allows a manual
coupling between the two codes and also allows ARTEMIS™ to be run standalone, the focus of this
appendix is on the coupled system method of solution. Figure D-1 provides a schematic of the major
modules and the data coupling between them. The S-RELAP5 code calculates the system response.
The "ARTEMIS™ nodal calculation" calculates the neutronic response for the core. The "ARTEMIS™
Detailed Calculation" calculates the DNBR and fuel rod response [
]

COBRA-FLX™ (Reference 02) is the name for the core thermal-hydraulics module within

ARTEMIS™ that is used for both the nodal simulator and the detailed model (calculation). The
interface between S-RELAP5 and ARTEMIS™- is controlled externally using the "External Controller".
This controller provides the overall time step control for the problem and translation of data between the
S-RELAP5 and ARTEMISTM geometric models.
The coupled calculation with S-RELAP5 and ARTEMIS™ includes two simultaneous ARTEMIS™
calculations; one based on a core nodal model and the other based on a detailed core model. Each
model is run with its own ARTEMIS™ executable. The nodal model couples the neutronic, thermalhydraulics, fuel rod module and dehomogenization modules. The detailed model is [
] with only the thermal-hydraulic module and the fuel rod module.
The following sections describe the data sharing of the nodal solution, the detailed model solution, the
time step management, parallelization, and the coupling between ARTEMIS™ and S-RELAP5.
The code GALILEO™ (Reference 05) is not coupled with ARTEMIS™ and S-RELAP5 in the time
dependent solution. GALILEO TM is only used to generate input data for the ARTIEMIS™ fuel rod_
module and detailed model. As noted in Section 5.0, COPERNIC (Reference 06) could be used in its
place.

System Equations
The equations for the modules in ARTEMIS™ are provided in References 01 and 02. The equations
for S-RELAPS are provided in Reference 03.
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a. Neutronics module - See pages 3-1 to 3-11 of Reference 01 for the steady state and
transient equations.
b. Thermal-hydraulics module - See pages 2-35 to 2-40 of Reference 02 for the basic
equations.
c. Fuel rod module -See pages 5-1 to 5-3 of Reference 01 for the heat transfer equation
and its formulation.
d. Oehomogenization module - See pages 3-15 to 3-19 of Reference 01 for the equations.
e. S-RELAP5 -See pages 2-1 to 2-3 of Reference 03 for the two-fluid field equations and
page 2-12 for the noncondensable gas and boron concentration in the liquid field
equations.
f.

The algorithm for coupling between ARTEMIS™ and S-RELAP5 is described in Appendix
0.7.

System State Variables
The coupled multi-physics system involves many time-dependent state variables. These variables are
used both directly and to derive additional data elements.

The combined set of time-dependent state variables for S-RELAP5 model is denoted as SR (uR, tR)
where tR is the time of the S-RELAP5 solution and uR · is the spatial location in the S-RELAP5 model.
The set SR(uR, tR) consists of the variables listed above in item e.
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The combined set of time-d,ependent state variables for the ARTEMIS™ nodal model is denoted as
SA (uA, tA) where tA is the time of the ARTEMIS™ nodal solution and uA

is the spatial location in the

ARTEMIS™ nodal model. The set SA(uA, tA) consists of the variables listed above in items a, b, c and

d.
The combined set of time-dependent state variables for the ARTEMIS™ detailed model is denoted as
Sv(uv, tv) where tv is the time of the ARTEMIS™ detailed solution and uv

is the spatial location in

the ARTEMIS™ detailed model. The set Sv(uv, tv) consists of the variables listed above in items b
and c.

D.1

ARTEMIS rM Nodal Transient Calculation

The ARTEMIS™ nodal transient calculation begins with a steady state solution at the defined core
conditions. Then, the transient proceeds from one time step to the next as described in this section.
The time steps are controlled by a time step manager as described in Appendix D.4. For the following
description, it is assumed that the current transient solution has been completed for time tA- The time
step A=O refers to the initial steady state solution. The transient determines the solution at time
tA+i using the following steps.
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The process is repeated for each time step until the end of the transient is reached.

D.2

Detailed Model Transient Calculation

The calculations and data flow for the ARTEMIS™ thermal-hydraulic module and the fuel rod module of
the detailed model are described below. The steps are the same for the detailed model and the nodal
model calculations. Note that the time steps of the detailed model are obtained from the nodal model,
thus, tv = tA
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[
D.3

J

S-RELAP5 Calculation

The S-RELAP5 equations and state variables were previously provided in the sections "System
Equations" and "System State Variables" earlier in this Appendix. An overview of the transient solution
process is provided in Section 1.2.4 of Reference 03.

D.4

ARTEMIS™ Time Step Manager

The ARTEMIS™ time step control method (see Section 3.10 of Reference 04) is based on [

]
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S-RELAP5 Time Step Manager

The S-RELAP5 code contains an internal time step manager that provides a variety of checks on
solution applicability to control the time step size.

[

]
D.6

Parallel Application

The solution of the ARTEMIS TM nodal model takes considerably less time than the solution of the
detailed model. ARTEMIS™ has been developed for use with multiple threads (parallel calculation).
Typically, more threads are assigned to the detailed model calculation to allow it to complete over the
same time frame as the nodal calculation. Th.is allows for faster completion of the coupled calculation.

D.7

S-RELAP5 and ARTEMIS™ Coupling

The data exchange between S-RELAP5 and ARTEMIS™ is made through the External Controller. This
controller performs geometric translation of data and time step control between S-RELAP5 and
ARTEMIS™ as needed. The time progression is shown in Figure D-2 and data flow is illustrated in Figure
D-3. The automatic control of the calculation steps and their timing are described below.

------
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The process (steps 1 through 4) is repeated until the end of the transient is reached.
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Variable Definitions
Variable

Description

c

precursor concentration

h

enthalpy
inlet flow

p

pressure

p

fuel rod power

Q'_coolant
Q'_fuel
Q'_fuel surface

power deposited in the coolant
power deposited in the fuel
heat flux transferred from the clad to the coolant

SA

ARTEMIS™ nodal model time-dependent state variables

Sv

ARTEMIS TM detailed model time-dependent ~tate variables

SR

S-RELAP5 time-dependent state variables

tA

time in ARTEMIS™ nodal model

tv

time in ARTEMIS™ detailed model

tR

time in S-RELAP5 model

Tc

moderator temperature

Tc1ad

clad temperature

Teff

effective fuel temperature

Tt

fuel temperature

Tin

inlet temperature

Twa11

wall temperature

u

internal energy

uA

spatial location in ARTEMIS™ nodal model

uv

spatial location in ARTEMIS™ detailed model

uR

spatial location in S-RELAP5 model

U

axial velocity

Ut

liquid specific internal energy

U9

gas specific internal energy

Vt

liquid velocity

v9

gas velocity

Xn

noncondensable quality

N{J
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Og

void fraction

p

density

Ps
Pm

boron density
moderator density

L:

macroscopic cross section

c/J

neutron flux

¢

surface heat flux
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Figure D-1 Data Flow of System and Core-Coupled Calculations
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Figure D-2 Overview of System-Core Coupled Calculation Time Steps
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Figure D-3 Variables passed between S-RELAPS and ARTEMIS™

